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Abstract
We study periodic problems driven by the scalar p-Laplacian with a multivalued right-hand side non-
linearity. We prove two existence theorems. In the first, we assume nonuniform nonresonance conditions
between two successive eigenvalues of the negative p-Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions. In the
second, we employ certain Landesman–Lazer type conditions. Our approach is based on degree theory.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the following second order scalar periodic differential inclusion:{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ ∈ F(t, x(t))+w(t) a.e. on T := [0, b],
x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′(b), w ∈ L1(T ), 1 <p < ∞. (1.1)
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conditions of nonuniform nonresonance between two successive eigenvalues of the negative
p-Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions. Analogous results for p = 2 (semilinear prob-
lems) and F a single-valued Carathéodory nonlinearity were obtained by Fonda and Mawhin [5]
and Habets and Metzen [7]. In Fonda–Mawhin [5] the approach is variational and based on crit-
ical point theory, while in Habets–Metzen [7] the authors assume a jumping nonlinearity. More
recently, Zhang [11] employed nonuniform nonresonance conditions to study problems driven
by the p-Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions and a single-valued Carathéodory non-
linearity. In the second theorem, the asymptotic at infinity nonuniform nonresonance conditions
for the slopes {u/(|x|p−2x)}u∈F(t,x) are replaced by certain Landesman–Lazer type conditions.
In this direction, results for p = 2 and F a single valued nonlinearity were obtained by various
authors. We mention the works of Cesari and Kannan [1], Iannacci and Nkashama [9] and the
references therein.
Our analysis uses the spectrum of the negative scalar p-Laplacian with periodic boundary
conditions and elements from the theory of set-valued functions (multifunctions). For the conve-
nience of the reader, we briefly review these items.
2. Mathematical background
We start by recalling the spectrum of the negative scalar p-Laplacian with periodic boundary
conditions. We consider the following nonlinear eigenvalue problem:{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ = λ|x(t)|p−2x(t) a.e. on T := [0, b],
x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′(b), λ ∈R, 1 <p < ∞. (2.1)
By an eigenvalue of (2.1), we mean a λ ∈R for which problem (2.1) has a nontrivial solution
x ∈ C1per(T ) :=
{
x ∈ C1(T ): x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′(b)}.
It is easy to see that a necessary condition for the nontrivial solvability of problem (2.1) is that
λ 0. Moreover, λ0 = 0 is an eigenvalue of (2.1) with corresponding eigenspace R (the space of
constant functions). The eigenfunctions corresponding to an eigenvalue λ = 0 must change sign.
It can be shown (see for example Gasinski and Papageorgiou [6]) that the eigenvalues of (2.1)
are given by the sequence{
μ2n =
(
2nπp
b
)p}
n0
,
where
πp = 2π(p − 1)
1/p
p sin(π/p)
.
If p = 2 (linear eigenvalue problem), then π2 = π and from the above sequence we recover the
eigenvalues of the negative scalar p-Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions, namely{
μ2n =
(
2nπ
b
)2}
n0
.
We mention that the eigenfunctions u ∈ C1per(T ) of problem (2.1) satisfy u(t) = 0 a.e. on T ;
specifically, each eigenfunction has a finite number of zeros on T .
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eigenvalue problem (2.1). So, given h ∈ L1(T ), we consider the following nonlinear eigenvalue
problem:{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ = (λ+ h(t))|x(t)|p−2x(t) a.e. on T ,
x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′(b), λ ∈R, 1 <p < ∞. (2.2)
This problem was studied recently by Zhang [12], who proved that it has a double sequence
of eigenvalues {λ2n(h)}n1 and {λ2n(h)}n0 such that
−∞ < λ0(h) < λ2(h) λ2(h) < · · · < λ2n(h) λ2n(h) < · · ·
and λ2n(h) → ∞ as n → ∞. If p = 2 (linear case), then {λ2n(h)}n1 and {λ2n(h)}n0 are all
the eigenvalues for problem (2.2). If p = 2 (nonlinear case), we do not know if this is the case.
In the sequel, we will use σ(p) to denote the spectrum for problem (2.2), that is the set of
eigenvalues of (2.2), for a given h ∈ L1(T ).
We will also need some basic facts regarding the measurability and continuity properties of
multifunctions, which we briefly recall here. For details we refer to Hu–Papageorgiou [8].
So let (Ω,Σ) be a measurable space and X be a separable Banach space. We introduce the
following notations:
Pf (c)(X) =
{
A ⊆ X: A is nonempty, closed (and convex)},
P(w)k(c)(X) =
{
A ⊆ X: A is nonempty, (weakly) compact (and convex)}.
A multifunction F :Ω → Pf (X) is said to be measurable, if for all x ∈ X, the R+-valued func-
tion ω → d(x,F (ω)) := inf{‖x −u‖: u ∈ F(ω)} is Σ -measurable. We say that F :Ω → 2X\{∅}
is graph measurable if
GrF := {(ω,u) ∈ Ω ×X: u ∈ F(ω)} ∈ Σ ×B(X),
with B(X) being the Borel σ -field of X. For multifunctions with values in Pf (X), measurability
implies graph measurability, while the converse is true if there is a σ -finite measure μ on Σ such
that Σ is μ-complete.
Let Y and Z be two Hausdorff topological spaces and G :Y → 2Z\{∅} be a multifunction. We
say that G is upper semicontinuous (usc for short), if for every closed set C ⊆ Z, the set
G+(C) := {y ∈ Y : G(y) ⊆ C}
is closed. If Z is regular, then an usc multifunction G with closed values has a closed graph. The
converse is true, if G is locally compact, namely for every y ∈ Y we can find a neighborhood U
of y such that G(U) is compact in Z.
Let (Ω,Σ) be a measurable space and let Y, Z be Hausdorff topological spaces. A function
f :Ω × Y → Z is said to be a Carathéodory function, if for all y ∈ Y , ω → f (ω,y) is Σ -
measurable and for all ω ∈ Ω , y → f (ω,y) is continuous. If Y is a separable metric space
and Z is a metric space, then a Carathéodory function is jointly measurable, namely f is Σ ×
B(Y )-measurable, with B(Y ) being the Borel σ -field of Y . The result fails if the continuity
of y → f (ω,y) is replaced by upper or lower semicontinuity. Note that a jointly measurable
f :Ω×Y → Z is superpositionally measurable (sup-measurable, for short), namely if u :Ω → Y
is Σ -measurable, then ω → f (ω,u(ω)) is Σ -measurable.
Finally, if X is a Banach space and C ⊆ Z, then by σ(.;C) :X∗ →R=R ∪ {+∞}, we denote
the support function of C, namely
σ(x∗;C) = sup{〈x∗, c〉: c ∈ C}.
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C = {c ∈ X: 〈x∗, c〉 σ(x∗;C) for all x∗ ∈ X∗}.
3. Nonuniform nonresonance conditions
In this section, we prove an existence theorem for problem (1.1), under the assumption that the
slopes {u/(|x|p−2x)}u∈F(t,x), asymptotically as |x| → ∞, remain between two successive eigen-
values of the negative scalar p-Laplacian with periodic boundary conditions, allowing partial
interaction with them (nonuniform nonresonance conditions). So the hypotheses on the multival-
ued nonlinearity F(t, x) are the following:
(H 1F ) F :T ×R→Pkc(R) is a multifunction such that
(i) for all x ∈R, t → F(t, x) is graph measurable;
(ii) for almost all t ∈ T , x → F(t, x) has a closed graph;
(iii) for every r > 0, there exists ar ∈ L1(T )+ such that for almost all t ∈ T , all x ∈ R
with |x| r and all u ∈ F(t, x) we have |u| ar(t);
(iv) there exist functions θ1, θ2 ∈ L∞(T )+ such that for some n 0,
μ2n  θ1(t) θ2(t) μ2n+2 a.e. on T ,
the first and the third inequalities are strict on sets (not necessarily the same) of
positive measure and
θ1(t) lim inf|x|→∞
u
|x|p−2x  lim sup|x|→∞
u
|x|p−2x  θ2(t)
uniformly for almost all t ∈ T and all u ∈ F(t, x).
Remark 1. Hypotheses (H 1F )(i) and (ii) imply that
F(t, x) = [ψ(t, x),ϕ(t, x)], (t, x) ∈ T ×R,
where for all x ∈R, t → ψ(t, x) and t → ϕ(t, x) are both measurable functions, while for almost
all t ∈ T , x → ψ(t, x) is lower semicontinuous and x → ϕ(t, x) is upper semicontinuous.
We start with a simple observation concerning the spectrum of the problem (2.2).
Proposition 2. If θ1, θ2 ∈ L∞(T )+ are as in hypothesis (H 1F )(iv) and h ∈ L1(T )+ satisfies
θ1(t) h(t) θ2(t) a.e. on T ,
then the eigenvalues of problem (2.2) are nonzero and do not have zero as a limit point.
Proof. From [12, Definition 3.1] and the monotonicity property of the eigenvalues {λ2n(h)}n1
and {λ2n(h)}n0 with respect to the weight function h ∈ L1(T )+ (see [12, Remark 4.3]), we have
(for n as in (H 1F )(iv))
λ2n(h) λ2n(θ1) < λ2n(μ2n) = 0 (3.1)
and
0 = λ2n+2(μ2n+2) < λ2n+2(θ2) λ2n+2(h). (3.2)
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λ ∈
⋃
k1
[
λ2k(h), λ2k(h)
]∪ (−∞, λ0(h)].
Combining this with (3.1) and (3.2), we see that λ = 0. Therefore, the spectrum of the problem
(2.2) denoted by σ(p), does not contain 0. Nevertheless, suppose we can find (λn)n1 ⊆ σ(p)
such that λn → 0. Then by definition there exists un ∈ C1per(T ) such that un = 0 and
−(∣∣u′n(t)∣∣p−2u′n(t))′ = (λn + h(t))∣∣un(t)∣∣p−2un(t) a.e. on T . (3.3)
Exploiting the (p − 1)-homogeneity of problem (3.3), we may assume without any loss of gen-
erality that ‖un‖ = 1 for all n 1. Hereafter by ‖.‖ we denote the norm of the Sobolev space
W
1,p
per (0, b) :=
{
x ∈ W 1,p(0, b): x(0) = x(b)}.
By passing to a suitable subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
un → u weakly in W 1,pper (0, b) and un → u in C(T )
(recall that W 1,pper (0, b) is embedded compactly in C(T )). Let 〈.,.〉 denote the duality brackets
for the pair (W 1,pper (0, b),W 1,pper (0, b)∗) and let A :W 1,pper (0, b) → W 1,pper (0, b)∗ be the nonlinear
operator defined by
〈
A(x), y
〉=
b∫
0
∣∣x′(t)∣∣p−2x′(t)y′(t) dt for all x, y ∈ W 1,pper (0, b).
It is easy to check that A is monotone demicontinuous (i.e., xn → x in W 1,pper (0, b) im-
plies A(xn) → A(x) weakly in W 1,pper (0, b)∗), hence it is maximal monotone (see for example
Gasinski–Papageorgiou [6, p. 75]).
Also, let K :W 1,pper (0, b) → Lp′(0, b) (1/p + 1/p′ = 1) be the bounded, continuous map de-
fined by
K(x)(.) = ∣∣x(.)∣∣p−2x(.).
We rewrite (3.3) as the following equivalent abstract operator equation:
A(un) = (λn + h)K(un) in W 1,pper (0, b)∗, for all n 1. (3.4)
Acting with the test function un − u ∈ W 1,pper (0, b), we obtain
〈
A(un),un − u
〉=
b∫
0
(
λn + h(t)
)∣∣un(t)∣∣p−2un(t)(un − u)(t) dt.
Note that
b∫
0
(
λn + h(t)
)∣∣un(t)∣∣p−2un(t)(un − u)(t) dt → 0,
so,
lim
〈
A(un),un − u
〉= 0.
n→∞
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assume without loss of generality that A(un) converges weakly in W 1,pper (0, b)∗.
But A being maximal monotone, it is generalized pseudomonotone (see Gasinski–Papageor-
giou [6, p. 84]) and so it follows that〈
A(un),un
〉→ 〈A(u),u〉,
hence∥∥u′n∥∥p → ‖u′‖p.
(Here and in the sequel, ‖.‖p stands for the norm in Lp(T ).) Observe that u′n → u′ weakly in
Lp(T ). The Lebesgue space Lp(T ) being uniformly convex, it has the Kadec–Klee property and
so we infer that un → u in W 1,pper (0, b), hence ‖u‖ = 1, u = 0. Passing to the limit as n → ∞ in
(3.4), we obtain
A(u) = hK(u). (3.5)
Let y ∈ C1c (0, b). Since (|u′|p−2u′)′ ∈ W−1,p′(0, b) = W 1,p0 (0, b)∗ (see for example Gasinski–
Papageorgiou [6, p. 9]), if by 〈.,.〉0 we denote the duality brackets for the pair (W 1,p0 (0, b),
W−1,p′(0, b)) (1/p + 1/p′ = 1), after integration by parts we have
〈− (|u′|p−2u′)′, y〉0 =
b∫
0
h(t)
∣∣u(t)∣∣p−2u(t)y(t) dt.
Since C1c (0, b) is dense in W
1,p
0 (0, b), from the last equality we infer that
−(∣∣u′(t)∣∣p−2u′(t))′ = h(t)∣∣u(t)∣∣p−2u(t) a.e. on T , u(0) = u(b). (3.6)
From (3.6) it follows that |u′|p−2u′ ∈ W 1,1per (0, b), hence u′ ∈ C(T ) and so u ∈ C1(T ). Now, using
as a test function v ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) in (3.5), performing an integration by parts and using (3.6), we
obtain∣∣u′(0)∣∣p−2u′(0)v(0) = ∣∣u′(b)∣∣p−2u′(b)v(b), for all v ∈ W 1,1per (0, b),
hence u′(0) = u′(b).
Therefore we conclude that{−(|u′(t)|p−2u′(t))′ = h(t)|u(t)|p−2u(t) a.e. on T ,
u(0) = u(b), u′(0) = u′(b).
Since u = 0, it follows that 0 ∈ σ(p), a contradiction to the first part of the proof. 
From Proposition 2 we know that 0 /∈ σ(p) and in fact we can find 0 < ε0 < 1 such that
(−ε0, ε0)∩ σ(p) = ∅.
Fix ε ∈ (0, ε0) and consider the following periodic problem:{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ + ε|x(t)|p−2x(t) = w(t) a.e. on T ,
x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′(b), w ∈ L1(T ), 1 <p < ∞. (3.7)
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the solution map Vε :L1(T ) → W 1,pper (0, b) is completely continuous, i.e., wn → w weakly in
L1(T ) implies Vε(wn) → Vε(w) in W 1,pper (0, b).
Proof. Let A, K :W 1,pper (0, b) → W 1,pper (0, b)∗ be the maps introduced in the proof of Propo-
sition 2 (recall that Lp′(T ) is embedded compactly in W 1,pper (0, b)∗). Consider the nonlinear
operator Sε :W 1,pper (0, b) → W 1,pper (0, b)∗ defined by
Sε(x) := A(x)+ εK(x), ∀x ∈ W 1,pper (0, b).
Clearly Sε is strictly monotone and demicontinuous, hence it is maximal monotone. Moreover,
for every x ∈ W 1,pper (0, b), we have〈
Sε(x), x
〉= ‖x′‖pp + ε‖x‖pp  ε‖x‖p,
hence Sε is coercive. But recall that a maximal monotone, coercive map is surjective (see [6,
p. 80]). So we can find x ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) such that
Sε(x) = w. (3.8)
The strict monotonicity of Sε implies that this solution x ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) is unique. Arguing as in
the last part of the proof of Proposition 2, from (3.8) we infer that x ∈ C1per(T ) and it solves
problem (3.7). So, we have shown that for every w ∈ L1(T ), problem (3.7) has a unique solution
Vε(w) ∈ C1per(T ).
Next we show that the solution map Vε :L1(T ) → W 1,pper (0, b) is completely continuous. For
this purpose, suppose that wn → w weakly in L1(T ) and let xn = Vε(wn) ∈ C1per(T ). We have{−(|x′n(t)|p−2x′n(t))′ + ε|xn(t)|p−2xn(t) = wn(t) a.e. on T ,
xn(0) = xn(b), x′n(0) = x′n(b)
that is,
A(xn)+ εK(xn) = wn. (3.9)
Acting with the test function xn ∈ C1per(T ), we obtain
ε‖xn‖p 
∥∥x′n∥∥pp + ε‖xn‖pp =
b∫
0
wn(t)xn(t) dt  C1‖xn‖,
for some C1 > 0 and all n 1, which implies that {xn}n∈N is bounded in W 1,pper (0, b). So we may
assume (at least for a subsequence) that xn → x weakly in W 1,pper (0, b) and xn → x in C(T ).
As in the proof of Proposition 2, acting with the test function xn − x ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) on (3.9)
and using the generalized pseudomonotonicity of A and the Kadec–Klee property of Lp(T ), we
obtain that xn → x in W 1,pper (0, b). So, if we pass to the limit as n → ∞ in (3.9), we have
A(x) + εK(x) = w;
hence{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ + ε|x(t)|p−2x(t) = w(t) a.e. on T ,
′ ′x(0) = x(b), x (0) = xn(b),
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x = Vε(w).
From Urysohn’s criterion for the convergence of sequences, we conclude that for the original
sequence we have
Vε(wn) → Vε(w) in W 1,pper (0, b)
which proves that Vε is completely continuous. 
From De Blasi–Myjak [3] (see also Dragoni–Macki–Nistri–Zecca [4, p. 62] and Hu–
Papageorgiou [8, p. 233]) we have the following version for multifunctions of the well-known
Scorza–Dragoni theorem:
Proposition 4. If F :T ×R → Pkc(R) is a multifunction which satisfies (H 1F )(i)–(iii), then there
exists a multifunction F̂ :T ×R →Pkc(R) such that:
(a) F̂ (t, x) ⊆ F(t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ T ×R;
(b) for every ε > 0, we can find a measurable set Tε ⊆ T with |T \Tε|1 < ε (by |.|1 we denote
the Lebesgue measure on R) such that F̂ |Tε×R is usc;
(c) if I ⊆ T is measurable and x, u : I →R are measurable functions such that u(t) ∈ F(t, x(t))
a.e. on I , then u(t) ∈ F̂ (t, x(t)) a.e. on I .
By virtue of this proposition, we can find {Tn}n1, an increasing sequence of measurable
subsets of T such that |T \⋃n1 Tn|1 = 0 and F̂ |Tn×R is usc for all n 1. Let w0 ∈ L1(T ) and
set
F̂n(t, x) = χT \Tn(t)w0(t)+ χTn(t)F̂ (t, x) for all (t, x) ∈ T ×R.
Evidently F̂n is L(T )×B(R)-measurable, with L(T ) (respectively B(R)) being the Lebesgue σ -
field of T (respectively the Borel σ -field of R) and for almost all t ∈ T , F̂n(t, .) is usc. Moreover,
we have
F̂n(t, x)
h−→ F̂ (t, x) for almost all t ∈ T and all x ∈R.
Here by h−→ we denote the convergence in the Hausdorff metric (see, e.g., [8]). From this conver-
gence we infer that F̂ is L(T )×B(R)-measurable and for almost all t ∈ T , F̂ (t, .) is usc.
These properties lead to the following approximate selection result.
Proposition 5. If hypotheses (H 1F ) hold, then for every ε > 0, we can find fε :T × R→R,
a Carathéodory function such that:
(a) for all (t, x) ∈ T × R, fε(t, x) ∈ F(t,Bε(x)) + Bε , with Bε(x) = [x − ε, x + ε], Bε =
[−ε, ε];
(b) θ1(t) lim inf|x|→∞
fε(t, x)
|x|p−2x  lim sup|x|→∞
fε(t, x)
|x|p−2x  θ2(t)
uniformly for almost all t ∈ Tη with |T \Tη|1 < η for all η > 0.
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Gε(t) =
{
v ∈ C(R): v(x) ∈ F̂ (t,Bε(x))+Bε, ∀x ∈R}.
From Hu–Papageorgiou [8, p. 106], we know that Gε(t) = ∅. We will show that t → Gε(t) is
graph measurable. To this end, set
Hε(t, x) = F̂
(
t,Bε(x)
)+Bε.
Evidently for almost all t ∈ T , Hε(t, .) is upper semicontinuous and for almost all t ∈ T and all
x ∈ R, Hε(t, x) is a bounded, closed interval (see Hu–Papageorgiou [8, pp. 42, 43]). For every
x ∈R, we have
σ
(
z;Hε(t, x)
)= sup{σ (z; F̂ (t, x + y)): y ∈ Bε}+ ε.
By virtue of theL(T )×B(R)-measurability of (t, x) → F̂ (t, x), we have that t → σ(z;Hε(t, x))
is Lebesgue measurable on T (see Hu–Papageorgiou [8, p. 161]). Therefore, if {zn}∈N is an
enumeration of the rationals, we have
Hε(t, x) =
⋂
n1
{
u ∈R: znu σ
(
zn;Hε(t, x)
)}
,
hence t → Hε(t, x) is L(T )-measurable.
Note that
GrGε =
{
(t, v) ∈ T ×C(R): d(v(x),Hε(t, x))= 0, ∀x ∈R}.
Because of the upper semicontinuity of the multifunction x → Hε(t, x), the R+-valued function
x → d(v(x),Hε(t, x)) is lower semicontinuous. So, if as above, {zn}∈N is an enumeration of the
rationals, we have
GrGε =
⋂
n1
{
(t, v) ∈ T ×C(R): d(v(zn),Hε(t, zn))= 0}.
Evidently, for every n  1, the function (t, v) → d(v(zn),Hε(t, zn)) from T × C(R) into
R+ is Carathéodory. Because C(R) is a separable Frechét space, it follows that (t, v) →
d(v(zn),Hε(t, zn)) is jointly measurable on T ×C(R). Hence{
(t, v) ∈ T ×C(R): d(v(zn),Hε(t, zn))= 0} ∈ L(T )×B(C(R)), ∀n 1,
and it follows that GrGε ∈ L(T )×B(C(R)).
Apply the Yankov–von Neumann–Aumann selection theorem (see Hu–Papageorgiou [8,
p. 158]) to obtain a Lebesgue measurable map gε :T → C(R) such that gε(t) ∈ Gε(t) for all
t ∈ T . Set
fε(t, x) = gε(t)(x)
for all (t, x) ∈ T ×R. Obviously fε is a Carathéodory function and
fε(t, x) ∈ F̂
(
t,Bε(x)
)+Bε, ∀(t, x) ∈ T ×R.
(b) From Proposition 4, we know that for every η > 0, we can find Tη ⊆ T , a measurable set
with |T \Tη|1 < η such that F̂ |Tη×R is usc. So given ε1 > 0, we can find δ1 = δ1(ε1) ∈ (0, ε1)
such that
F̂ (t, x′) ⊆ F̂ (t, x)+Bε1 , ∀t ∈ Tη, ∀x′ ∈ Bδ1(x)
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hence for all t ∈ Tη and all x ∈R\{0}:
fε(t, x)
|x|p−2x ∈
1
|x|p−2x F(t, x)+
1
|x|p−2x B2ε1 .
Therefore, by virtue of hypothesis (H 1F )(iv), we conclude that
θ1(t) lim inf|x|→∞
fε(t, x)
|x|p−2x  lim sup|x|→∞
fε(t, x)
|x|p−2x  θ2(t),
uniformly for almost all t ∈ Tη. 
Now we can state the first existence theorem.
Theorem 6. If hypotheses (H 1F ) hold, then for every w ∈ L1(T ), problem (1.1) has a solution
x ∈ C1per(T ).
Proof. Consider the Nemitsky operator Nfε :W
1,p
per (0, b) → L1(T ) defined by
Nfε(x)(.) = fε
(
., x(.)
)
.
Due to the compact embedding of W 1,pper (0, b) into C(T ), we see that Nfε is compact. For
g ∈ L1(T ), consider the compact homotopy h : [0,1] ×W 1,pper (0, b) → W 1,pper (0, b) defined by
h(β, x) = Vε
(
εK(x) + βNfε (x)+ βw + (1 − β)gK(x)
)
.
We will show that for every g ∈ L1(T ) satisfying θ1(t)  g(t)  θ2(t) a.e. on T we can find
R0 > 0 such that h(β, x) = x for all β ∈ [0,1], all x with ‖x‖ = R and all R  R0. We will
argue indirectly. So suppose that this is not the case. Then we can find {βn}n1 ⊆ [0,1] and
{xn}n1 ⊆ W 1,pper (0, b) such that
βn → β ∈ [0,1], ‖xn‖ → +∞ and xn = h(βn, xn), ∀n 1.
Then we have
A(xn) = βnNfε (xn)+ βnw + (1 − βn)gK(xn), ∀n 1. (3.10)
Set yn = xn/‖xn‖, n  1. We may assume that yn → y weakly in W 1,pper (0, b) and yn → y in
C(T ).
For every δ > 0 and n 1, we introduce the sets
C−δ,n =
{
t ∈ T : xn(t) < 0, θ1(t)− δ  fε(t, xn(t))|xn(t)|p−2xn(t)  θ2(t)+ δ
}
and
C+δ,n =
{
t ∈ T : xn(t) > 0, θ1(t)− δ  fε(t, xn(t))
xn(t)p−1
 θ2(t)+ δ
}
.
Note that for t ∈ {y < 0} we have xn(t) → −∞ and for t ∈ {y > 0} we have xn(t) → +∞ as
n → ∞. Then, by virtue of Proposition 5(b), given η > 0, we can find Tη ⊆ T measurable with
|T \Tη|1 < η such that
χC− (t) → 1 a.e. on {y < 0} ∩ Tηδ,n
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χC+δ,n
(t) → 1 a.e. on {y > 0} ∩ Tη
as n → ∞. Because of hypotheses (H 1F )(iii), (iv) and Propositions 4 and 5, for almost all t ∈ T
and all x ∈R we have∣∣fε(t, x)∣∣ aˆ(t)+ cˆ(t)|x|p−1, with aˆ, cˆ ∈ L1(T )+;
hence
|fε(t, xn(t))|
‖xn‖p−1 
aˆ(t)
‖xn‖p−1 + cˆ(t)
∣∣yn(t)∣∣p−1 a.e. on T , (3.11)
and this implies that{
Nfε(xn)
‖xn‖p−1
}
n1
⊆ L1(T ) is uniformly integrable.
So, by the Dunford–Pettis theorem, we may assume (at least for a subsequence), that
Nfε(xn)
‖xn‖p−1 → v weakly in L
1(T ).
Note that∥∥∥∥(1 − χC−δ,n) Nfε(xn)‖xn‖p−1
∥∥∥∥
L1({y<0}∩Tη)
→ 0
and ∥∥∥∥(1 − χC+δ,n) Nfε(xn)‖xn‖p−1
∥∥∥∥
L1({y>0}∩Tη)
→ 0
as n → ∞. Hence we infer that
χC−δ,n
Nfε (xn)
‖xn‖p−1 → v weakly in L
1({y < 0} ∩ Tη)
and
χC+δ,n
Nfε (xn)
‖xn‖p−1 → v weakly in L
1({y > 0} ∩ Tη)
as n → ∞. From the definition of the sets C−δ,n and C+δ,n, we have that, for almost all t ∈ T ,
χC−δ,n
(t)
(
θ2(t)+ δ
)∣∣yn(t)∣∣p−2yn(t) χC−δ,n (t)fε(t, xn(t))‖xn‖p−1
= χC−δ,n (t)
fε(t, xn(t))
|xn(t)|p−2xn(t)
∣∣yn(t)∣∣p−2yn(t)
 χC−δ,n (t)
(
θ1(t)− δ
)∣∣yn(t)∣∣p−2yn(t)
and
χC+δ,n
(t)
(
θ1(t)− δ
)
yn(t)
p−1  χC+δ,n (t)
fε(t, xn(t))
‖xn‖p−1
= χC+δ,n (t)
fε(t, xn(t))
xn(t)p−1
yn(t)
p−1
 χC+ (t)
(
θ2(t)+ δ
)
yn(t)
p−1.
δ,n
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lemma, we obtain(
θ2(t)+ δ
)∣∣y(t)∣∣p−2y(t) v(t) (θ1(t)− δ)∣∣y(t)∣∣p−2y(t) a.e. on {y < 0} ∩ Tη
and (
θ1(t)− δ
)
y(t)p−1  v(t)
(
θ2(t)+ δ
)
y(t)p−1 a.e. on {y > 0} ∩ Tη.
Since δ > 0 was arbitrary, we let δ ↓ 0 and we have
θ2(t)
∣∣y(t)∣∣p−2y(t) v(t) θ1(t)∣∣y(t)∣∣p−2y(t) a.e. on {y < 0} ∩ Tη (3.12)
and
θ1(t)y(t)
p−1  v(t) θ2(t)y(t)p−1 a.e. on {y > 0} ∩ Tη. (3.13)
Moreover, from (3.11) it is clear that
v(t) = 0 a.e. on {y = 0}. (3.14)
From (3.12)–(3.14) it follows that
v(t) = g0(t)
∣∣y(t)∣∣p−2y(t) a.e. on Tη
with g0 ∈ L1(T ) such that θ1(t) g0(t) θ2(t) a.e. on Tη. Because |T \Tη|1 < η and η > 0 was
arbitrary, we can say that
v(t) = g0(t)
∣∣y(t)∣∣p−2y(t) a.e. on T
and
θ1(t) g0(t) θ2(t) a.e. on T . (3.15)
Dividing (3.10) by ‖xn‖p−1, we next obtain
A(yn) = βn Nfε (xn)‖xn‖p−1 + βn
w
‖xn‖p−1 + (1 − β)gK(yn). (3.16)
As before, using the test function yn − y ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) and exploiting the generalized pseudomo-
notonicity of A and the Kadec–Klee property of the uniformly convex space Lp(T ), we have
that yn → y in W 1,pper (0, b). So if we pass to the limit as n → ∞ in (3.16), we obtain
Ay = βg0K(y) + (1 − β)gK(y).
Let gˆ = βg0 + (1 − β)g ∈ L1(T ). Then θ1(t) gˆ(t) θ2(t) a.e. on T and
Ay = gˆK(y),
therefore{−(|y′(t)|p−2y′(t))′ = gˆ(t)|y(t)|p−2y(t) a.e. on T ,
y(0) = y(b), y′(0) = y′n(b).
(3.17)
Note that ‖y‖ = 1, hence y = 0. Then, from (3.17) we infer that 0 ∈ σ(p), which contradicts
Proposition 2.
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and all R R0. From the homotopy invariance of the Leray–Schauder degree dLS, we have
dLS
(
I − Vε ◦ (g + ε)K,BR,0
)= dLS(I − Vε ◦ (εK +w +Nfε),BR,0)
for all R  R0. From the choice of ε > 0 and Proposition 2, we see that x = Vε ◦ (g + ε)K(x)
for all x with ‖x‖ = R  R0. It is also clear that the map x → Vε ◦ (g + ε)K(x) is odd. So by
Borsuk’s theorem, for R R0 we have
dLS
(
I − Vε ◦ (g + ε)K,BR,0
) = 0,
therefore
dLS
(
I − Vε ◦ (εK +w +Nfε),BR,0
) = 0.
From the solution property of the Leray–Schauder degree, we know that we can find x ∈ BR such
that
x = Vε ◦ (εK +w +Nfε)(x),
hence
A(x) = Nfε(x)+w,
and this implies{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ = fε(t, x(t))+w(t) a.e. on T ,
x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′n(b).
(3.18)
Now let ε = 1/n, n  1. Then from the first part of the proof, problem (3.18) has a solution
xn ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) with ‖xn‖∞ R for some R > 0 and all n 1. We have
A(xn) = Nfεn (x)+w, with εn =
1
n
, n 1, (3.19)
hence, for some C1 > 0 and all n 1,∥∥x′n∥∥pp  C1,
and so {xn}n∈N ⊆ W 1,pper (0, b) is bounded. We may assume that
xn → x weakly in W 1,pper (0, b) and xn → x in C(T ),
as n → ∞. As before, acting in (3.19) with the test function xn − x, we infer that
xn → x in W 1,pper (0, b) as n → ∞.
Because of Proposition 5(a) and the Dunford–Pettis theorem, by passing to a subsequence if
necessary, we can say that
Nfεn (xn) → vˆ weakly in L1(T ) as n → ∞.
Then from Gasinski–Papageorgiou [6, p. 31], we have
vˆ(t) ∈ conv lim sup
n→∞
[
F̂
(
t,Bεn
(
xn(t)
))+Bεn]⊆ F (t, x(t)) a.e. on T
(see Proposition 4). If we pass to the limit as n → ∞ in (3.19) we obtain
A(x) = vˆ +w with w ∈ L1(T ), vˆ(t) ∈ F (t, x(t)) a.e. on T .
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x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′n(b),
i.e., x ∈ C1per(T ) solves problem (1.1). 
4. Landesman–Lazer conditions
In this section we prove an existence theorem for problem (1.1) using a Landesman–Lazer
type condition. Specifically, the hypotheses on the multivalued right-hand side nonlinearity are
the following:
(H 2F ) F :T ×R→Pkc(R) is a multifunction such that
(i) for all x ∈R, t → F(t, x) is graph measurable;
(ii) for almost all t ∈ T , x → F(t, x) has a closed graph;
(iii) for every r > 0, there exists ar ∈ L1(T )+ such that for almost all t ∈ T , all x ∈ R
with |x| r , and all u ∈ F(t, x) we have |u| ar(t);
(iv) if m(t, x) = min{u: u ∈ F(t, x)} and M(t, x) = max{u: u ∈ F(t, x)}, there exist
functions β−, β+ ∈ L1(T ) such that
β−(t) = lim inf
x→−∞m(t, x) and β+(t) = lim supx→+∞M(t, x),
uniformly for almost all t ∈ T .
Theorem 7. If hypotheses (H 2F ) hold and w ∈ L1(T ) satisfies
b∫
0
β+(t) dt < −
b∫
0
w(t) dt <
b∫
0
β−(t) dt,
then problem (1.1) has a solution x ∈ C1per(T ).
Proof. We keep the notation introduced in Section 3. We now consider the following compact
homotopy hˆ : [0,1] ×W 1,pper (0, b) → W 1,pper (0, b) defined by
hˆ(β, x) = Vε ◦
(
β(Nfε +w + εK)
)
(x).
As in the proof of Theorem 6, we will show that there exists R > 0 large enough, such that
hˆ(β, x) = x for all β ∈ [0,1], and all x with ‖x‖ = R.
As before, we argue indirectly. We suppose that the claim is not true and we then find
{βn}n1 ⊆ [0,1] and {xn}n1 ⊆ W 1,pper (0, b) such that
βn → β ∈ [0,1], ‖xn‖ → +∞
and
xn = Vε ◦
(
βn(Nfε +w + εK)
)
(xn), ∀n 1.
We set yn = xn/‖xn‖, n 1. We may assume that yn → y, weakly in W 1,pper (0, b) and yn → y in
C(T ).
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A(xn)+ εK(xn) = βnNfε (xn)+ βnw + εβnK(xn).
Dividing by ‖xn‖p−1, we obtain
A(yn)+ εK(yn) = βn Nfε (xn)‖xn‖p−1 + βn
w
‖xn‖p−1 + εβnK(yn), n 1. (4.1)
Because of hypotheses (H 2F )(iii) and (iv) (cf. also the proof of Proposition 5), we see that
Nfε(xn)
‖xn‖p−1 → 0 in L
1(T ), as n → ∞.
Also we have
w
‖xn‖p−1 → 0 in L
1(T ), as n → ∞
and
b∫
0
∣∣yn(t)∣∣p−2yn(t)(yn − y)(t) dt → 0, as n → ∞.
So, if in (4.1) we act with the test function yn − y, we obtain
lim
n→∞
〈
A(yn), yn − y
〉= 0.
From this, as before, since A is generalized pseudomonotone and Lp(T ) has the Kadec–Klee
property, we deduce that yn → y in W 1,pper (0, b). So, if we pass to the limit as n → ∞ in (4.1),
we obtain
Ay = (β − 1)εK(y) (4.2)
with ‖y‖ = 1 (hence y = 0). Since β ∈ [0,1] and ε > 0, from (4.2) it follows that β = 1 and so
A(y) = 0. It follows then that y ≡ ζ ∈R with ζ = 0 (since y = 0).
First, we suppose that ζ > 0. Returning to (4.1) and acting with the test function y ≡ ζ , we
obtain
(1 − βn)ε‖xn‖p−1ζ
b∫
0
|yn|p−2yn dt = βnζ
b∫
0
(
Nfε(xn)+w
)
dt. (4.3)
Inasmuch as βn ∈ [0,1], βn → β , yn → ζ > 0 in C(T ), from (4.3) it follows that we can find
n0  1 such that
b∫
0
(
Nfε(xn)+w
)
dt  0, ∀n n0. (4.4)
Since we have assumed that ζ > 0, for all t ∈ T we have that xn(t) → ∞ as n → ∞. We claim
that this convergence is uniform in t ∈ T . To this end, let 0 < δ < ζ . Since yn → ζ in C(T ), we
can find n1 = n1(δ) 1 such that for all t ∈ T and all n n1, we have |yn(t)− ζ | < δ, hence
0 < ζ − δ < yn(t).
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we have that ‖xn‖M . Then for all n n2 and all t ∈ T , we have
xn(t)
M
 xn(t)‖xn‖ = yn(t) > γ = ζ − δ > 0,
therefore,
xn(t) γM, ∀n n2, ∀t ∈ T .
Because M > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that xn(t) → +∞ uniformly in t ∈ T as n → ∞.
Then by virtue of hypothesis (H 2F )(iv), we have that
β+(t) = lim sup
n→∞
M
(
t, xn(t)
)
uniformly for almost all t ∈ T .
From the proof of Proposition 5(b), we know that given η > 0 and ε1 > 0 we can find Tη ⊆ T
measurable with |T \Tη|1 < η and 0 < δ1 = δ1(ε1) < ε1 such that
Hε(t, x) ⊆ F(t, x)+B2ε1 for a.a. t ∈ Tη, ∀x ∈R and ∀ε ∈ (0, δ1).
Then
fε
(
t, xn(t)
)
M
(
t, xn(t)
)+ 2ε1 for a.a. t ∈ Tη, ∀n 1,
and
lim sup
n→∞
fε
(
t, xn(t)
)
 β+(t)+ 2ε1 for a.a. t ∈ Tη.
Since η > 0 and ε1 > 0 were arbitrary and |T \Tη|1 < η, we infer that
lim sup
n→∞
fε
(
t, xn(t)
)
 β+(t), a.e. on T .
Then, by Fatou’s lemma and using (4.4), we have
−
b∫
0
w(t) dt  lim sup
n→∞
b∫
0
Nfε(xn)(t) dt 
b∫
0
β+(t) dt. (4.5)
But then (4.4) contradicts the hypotheses of the theorem.
If ζ < 0, then working similarly, we reach the contradiction that
b∫
0
β−(t) dt −
b∫
0
w(t) dt.
Therefore, we can find R > 0 large enough such that
x = hˆ(β, x), ∀β ∈ [0,1], ∀‖x‖ = R.
From the homotopy invariance of the Leray–Schauder degree, we have
dLS
(
I − hˆ(0, .),BR,0
)= dLS(I − hˆ(1, .),BR,0).
Note that hˆ(0, x) = Vε(0) = 0 and so
dLS
(
I − hˆ(0, .),BR,0
)= dLS(I,BR,0) = 1.
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dLS
(
I − hˆ(1, .),BR,0
)= 1,
so we can find x ∈ W 1,pper (0, b) with ‖x‖R such that
x = hˆ(1, x) = Vε ◦ (εK +w +Nfε)(x),
hence
A(x) = Nfε(x)+w,
or equivalently{−(|x′(t)|p−2x′(t))′ = fε(t, x(t))+w(t) a.e. on T ,
x(0) = x(b), x′(0) = x′n(b).
(4.6)
As before, let ε = 1/n, n 1. Then we can find xn ∈ C1per(T ) a solution of (4.6) with ‖xn‖∞ R
for some R > 0 and all n 1. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6, we obtain that xn → x in
W
1,p
per (0, b), as n → ∞ and x ∈ C1per(T ) solves problem (1.1). 
Remark 8. Note that in this section we could have conducted the analysis for a more gen-
eral version of problem (1.1) in which the p-Laplacian is replaced by an operator of the
form x → (a(x′))′ with a :R→R a suitable homeomorphism. This is the case in Dang–
Oppenheimer [2] (scalar problems) and Manásevich–Mawhin [10] (vector problems; see also
Gasinski–Papageorgiou [6, p. 239]). However, for the sake of uniformity in presentation, we
have decided to stay within the framework of the p-Laplacian differential operator.
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